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I 

§ 1 

Axiology or the general theory of value, although be

coming a separat e philosophic study only recently, has been 

a prime problem for as long as philosophy, as a field of 

inquiry, has existed. As soon as the term 'ought' is used 

in any inquiry the r e is sure to be a value judgment back of 

it. As soon as any decision is made between two diver ent 

courses of action a value judgment is presupp osed. Even 

t he simple act of choosing a type of ci arette from a group 

of brands demands a value judgment. The re fore, we can see 

the problem concerning the nature of value and value judg

ment s is basic to any understanding of man's experience 

and actions. The name valuation has a fairly short history, 

goi ng back only to Karl Marx and his contemporaries. Marx 

had a conception of determination by relative value and 

phi l osophy appropriated this recognition and formulated the 

axio l ogical problem from it. Yet this problem was at the 

cent er of Plato's work. It was the problem his teacher, 

Socrates, had to solve for his own satisfaction. During 

the r eign of scholasticism it was answered by dogma and 

only afte r ethics reappeared tha t it differentia ted itself 

from the we alth of theological knowledge that is contained 

in t he Summa Theologia Kant had to deal with the problem in 

his two cri t iques of practical reason and judgment, but re

f used to take a firm stand on any real asp:3ct of the p roblem 

becaus e he assigned it a pl ace in the noumenal world - it 
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thereupon became. untouchable . But s inc e Kant the p roblem 

has again come to the forefront . Mill dealt with a system 

of values in his form of hedonism and Nietzsche provided 

one of t he greatest s prings to a full inqui ry in his ' trans 

va l ua tion of values '. The idea was picked up and first de

velope d by Urban and Dewey with the work of Urban being 

the more complete of the two . His book Valua tion Its Nature 

and Laws , still must be considered the starting point to any 

inquiry . Urban considers the converg ing work in economi c s 

and ethics as bringing the first realisation of valua.tion 

t o the attention of the academic world and h i s book is an 

attemp t to cover these two fields of resea rch . Perry off ers 

a more comprehensive study in his book General The ory of 

Value wh ich appeared in 1924 . The work since then has bee n 

mainly on particular aspects of the theory with only Bosangue t 

doing a complete job . In the journals of philosophy today , 

we s ee t h e basic problem of valuation occupyihg the most 

s pace . 'rhe problem is that of the objectivity and subjec 

tivity of value experience , and forms the basis for any 

. 1 1 axio ogy . 

§ 2 

xiol ogy may be defined as fol l ows : "The na me g iven to 

that par t of philosophy concerned with what is called the gen

eral t he ory of value . " 2 The problems , concerning value , in

cluded within the general scope of axiology fall i nto four 
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main groups: 1) the nature of value or of the value ex

perience; 2) the types of value; 3) the criterion of value; 

and 4) the metaphysical status of value or the general problem 

of value and reality. In these problems we can see that the 

theory of value or axiology i mplies three ma.in steps -

definition, epistemology, and metaphysic. It has bee n forc

ibly maintained tha t the true concern of philosophy is value 

and that the problems ·or philosophy are valuational problems. 3 

But this position will not be adopted in this paper. Rather 

the position taken will be that of a dualism between value 

as a subject for study on the one hand and phenomena as a 

sub j ect for study on the other. Value is the concern of the 

philosophers and all men dealing in the humanistic 'sciences' 

{i.e. those sciences dealing with human beings and their 

thoughts and actions). Phenomena are the concern of phil

osophers (when questions of knowledge, being and reality et 

al) are involved and of the physical sciences a s a whole . 

Theref ore, value will chiefly be the concern of the econo

mists, sociologists, psychologists and the like . The problem 

is central in their fields if they wish to acquire under

standing of the reasons for human action. The position 

taken on the general theory of value should serve as a cri

teria for interpretation of purpose and action in the lives 

of human beings in society. Recently, in sane of t he leading 

philosophic jou rnals, most of these humanistic sciences have 
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received va lue interpr etation . 4 The field is new and is just 

beginning to make its appearance as the chief of their prob

lems . Any questions involving goals, purposes, desires , and 

most emotions presuppose a worth predicate . The forms man 

t hinks in, in so far as he has self- conciousness , are largely 

value forms . The few instances of propos i ng a ' di~missal ' 

of the.axiological problem have hel d little weight . 5 The 

out s tanding example of this denial of axiology is logical 

positivism which adopted as a thesis tha t such a field as 

axiology is , in the ve ry na ture of t h e case , i mpossible; 

and that wha t a re ca lled value or normative sciences are 

r eally not a form of knowledge at all . They maintain t:tat 

a l ogical analysis of language shows that so called value 

j udgments are rea l l y not judgments at all ; but merely ex

pr ess ions of feeling , and think a value judgment cannot , in 

the nature of t he case , be constructed. I think that in the 

end th is pos i tion leads to the final stage in scepticism and 

nihili sm. It stultifies all discourse ard makes a good point 

of our language meaningless . On trese and other grounds6 I 

fee l it necessary to re j ect this hypothesis as a presu -

pos ition and aff irm the possibility of value as such . We may 

thank ' log ical positivism' for making the question {as given) 

sharper and demanding a firm basis for discussion . In this 

way i t has been very helpful to axiological study . 
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s 3 

The method in this paper will be to advance from rela

tive concreteness to abstraction, from definition to meta

physic considering in turn the main views on each aspect of 

definition , epistemology and metaphysic. In some theories 

advanced a metaphysic never arises? but these theories will 

not be the main concern of this paper . Some of the main 

questions that arise under the four main headings of nature, 

type , criterion, and metaphysic are: ''What is its nature? 

Is it a quality or a relation? Is it objective or subjective? 

Is it a single property, or is it several properties , value 

being an ambiguous term? Is it presence in a 'thing ' de

pendent on or reducible to the fact th a t the 'thing ' is 

valued by someone? About the latter it also has various 

questions. Is it a mere feeling or desire? Or does it in

volve judgment and cogni.tion? And if so, is this a co nition 

of a value already present independently of the act of valuing 

or of knowing? n8 Answers to these questions fall into three 

main categories or systems which can be recognized by the ty e 

of defini tion they give to value. 1) Ross 's hypothesis that 

value is an indefinable predicate which is objective; 2) Parker ' s, 

Perry ' s , et al hypothesis that value depends upon desire or 

interest and 3) the Platonic theory tha t value is the expres-

sion of a transcendent 'ought ' or idea held by Urban and Sorley. 

Therefore, the views which each of these positions take as 
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regards each phase of valuation - (definition , epistemology , 

and metaphysic ) will b e considered and the main objections 

to the position considered. It is impossible in a paper 

such as this to do justice to all theories so far advanced 

and for this reason I have omitted such men as Laird , hite 

head , Dewey and their followers . This is not because much 

of their work is not important for they all have many con

tributions to make to a eneral theory of value , but they 

are not as elemental as the others and on this basis I have 

omitted them. 
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II 

§ 1 

A, ) Of the three groups of theories t hat have been generally 

advanced , probably the most argument has occured over t h ose 

of the second group which ma i nt in that value depends u pon 

des i re or interest . This t heory is most ably -presented by 

two men : Prof essor R. B. Perry in his co mprehensive study 

Genera l Theory of Va l ue , and DeWitt H. Parker in a series of 

artic l es appearing in Ethics . 9 Perry defire s value as "any 

obj ec t of any interest" . lo Interes t is this case means 

neither curiosity or the power to arouse curiosity but , 

r ather, as our feeling towards an object including desire and 

dispos ition . In otherwords an object becomes valuable or is 

invested with value when any interest, of whatever form , is 

t aken in it . Thi s relation can be expressed by a simple 

equation that Dr . Perry uses "xis valuable= interest is 

taken in x . Value is thus a specific rel ation into which 

t hings pos sessing any ontological sta tus whatsoever , whether 

real or imaginary, may enter with interested subjects .nll 

The classification of values depends; then, upon the type 

of int e rest tha t is taken in them. He rejects any qualifi 

cation of the object of interest or any qualification of the 

inte rest for , he maintains , with any object - interest has 

t he character of value and, therefore , he equates the two . He 

gives an apt s umma ry of his argument by stating "A certain 
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positive plausibility is given to this hypothesis by the 

fact that , in order to create val ues where they did not 

exist , it see ms to be sufficient to introduce an interest 

factor . The silence of the desert is without value , until 

some wanderer finds it lonely and terrifying •• There 

is no entity that can be named that does not , in the very 

naming of it , take on a certain value through the fact that 

i t is sele c ted by the cognitive purpose of some interested 

mind . nl2 As this is the keystone of Perry ' s wh ole axioloo-y 

I think tha t justice may be done to this view by a closer 

examination of the central hypothesis . DeWitt Pa rker , a 

follower of Perry ' s , maintains that the fundamental mistake 

of Profe ssor Perry is "the identification of value with the 

object of interest . nl3 Profess or Parker maintains th at in 

Perry's definition the object of interest becomes the value , 

a situati on which Parker calls false . Parker offers the 

suggestion t hat it is not the object of an interest but the 

satisfaction of the interest in the subject which constitutes 

the value . ·· "Values are always experiences , activities ; they 

are not the object towards which these activities may be 

di re cted . nl4 Pa rker wants to restore the relational quality 

of Perry's definiti on and transpose it to read "value is any 

interest in any object . nl5 Here we have the main stress upon 

the interest in the form of satisfaction of that interest and 

not upon the ob ject a s being capable of arousing t hi s interest. 
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This Perry rejects16 in principle for he maintains tha t in 

order to assign value to objects of unfulfilled desire, to 

unrealized ideals, and to perfection there must be a forward 

or transgredient reference as to anticipated satisfaction 

through the object in question . "This forward reference is 

characteristic of all responses to an object. The response 

itself is an event in time, and predicates the cootinued ex

istence of the object to the moment of its intersection with 

the com letion of the event.n17 The difference here is in 

the analysis of interest. It is unintelligible tha t interests 

could exist which have no objects Perry contends. Perry 

r ealizes , however, that the quarrel here may be one of verba l 

stat ement and is inclined to accept an amended definition 

tha t would s tate that value instead of being 'any object of 

any interest' could be ' any interest of any object' which is 

Parker's definition . I think that Parker's definition and 

criticism is well taken, for Perry's 'interest in object' 

falls under Dr . Ross 's criticism that values so defined 

woul d be only extrinsic. For in Perry, by placing the value 

in the object is merely giving that object the ability to 

arouse a state of satisfaction in the subject. There f ore, 

Perry's value would be merely instrumental to the higher 

value of s atisfa ction. This intrinsic value belongs only to 

states of mind , it cannot be possess ed by physical things . 

Therefore , we now have t he identifica tion of intrinsic value 
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with the s a tisfac.tion · o f interest. Pa rker ccn tends tha t the 

primary argument for this identity is the fact tha t when one 

does an analysis of experience which possesses intrinsic 

value one always will find satisfaction present, and nothing 

else t hat could be identified as being its value. 18 Under 

this def inition the transgredient reference fo~ value would 

be a state of satisfaction anticipated in the future and the 

meaning of the term interest would be this transgredient 

reference. In summation: value is the state of satisfaction 

which a ris es from interest fulfillment . Thus Parker has re

jec t~d t he substantive rela tional definitions of value. Thus 

Par ker reduees value to a subjective state of mind. 

The most cogent criticism brought against this theory 

has been the "circular" refutation of Professor Urban19 -

whic h may be summa rized as follows: to define the good as 

the ob jec t or the satisfaction _of desire is circular, be-

cause i t a s sumes that desire or satisfaction is itself go"od, 

t hat f ul f illmen t of desire is better than non-fulfillment; 

and t his as sumption is unwarrented, for do we not distinguish 

between good and bad desires; .is not, in fact, the non-fulfill

ment of certa in desires better than their fulfillment? 20 In 

other words the basis of Urban's argument is th at the "interestn 

theories a r gue f r om t he 'is' to the 'ought'. If value is 

merely the sat i sfa c t ion of desire then all values would be on 

an e ua l f oot i ng . Such values as good, justice, beauty, etc. 
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would not , under ·this system , really be values at all for 

they thems elves would become mere sa tisfaction of feeling . 

Parker adds weigh t to this ar ument when he affirms Professor 

Urban's suspicions . 

"We cannot , I should say , ask of any satisfaction 

whether it is intrinsically good ; for satisfaction is the 

intrinsically good; to do so would be as meanin less as to 

ask whether a man is a man or an elephant an elephan t . It 

is likewise meaningless to ask whether fulfillment of desire 

is better than non- fulfillment when we are thinking of in

trinsic good - just as meaningless as to ask whether good 

is better than bad; for fulfillment of desire is the in

trinsically good and non - fulfillIIEnt is the intrinsically 

evil . " 21 

In his own words Professor Parker has confessed to the 

hedonistic fallacy , that of i gnoring a qualitati ve aspect 

in value which demands a hierarchical comparison. The state 

of satisfaction that comes fran eating a good meal a nd ful 

filling the bodi ly value of subsistance would , I t hink , have 

to be recognized as somewhat less than the va lue of the 

' beautific vision ' which also produces a s t ate of satis

faction of a different sort . These states of s atis fact ion 

must be viewe d in a heirarchy with reference to some ult imate 

value . It may be argued that this criticism might apply to 

e thical values but have no application as to as socia tional 
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or recreational values . The answer to this positicn is that 

all values must be , in the end , interpretated in light of 

orime va lues or final values which are of their very essence 
.i: 

ethical . But this position I do not wish t o argue at this 

point but defer it for later considerat ion . 

I believe this mai n criti cism of the Perry- Parker 

interest theories makes them , at least , highly dubious . 

Yet there are some main concepts tha t can be ap ropriated 

from the the ory without acceptin g it as a whole. The concept 

of states of satisfaction as being a part o f every affective 

value situation I think i s indispu table . If a value exists 

for an individual a c tualization of t he conative valua tional 

dispos itions will pr oduc e i n most cas es a c orresponding state 

of satisfaction as an attribute in that actualization. (Per

haps the ultima te state of satisfaction would cane in a 

mystical vision and would be achievement of pure value as 

such) . lso the c cncepts of instrumental or extrinsic value 

as opposed t o intrinsic value has been i n troduced . This 

dualism of values demands a gr eater study -which will be 

covered in the considerat ion of Professor Urban ' s theory . 

The t hird ben f it we can appropriate from the ' inte r est' 

theories is the roblem of value rel ation of subject to 

objec t . The interest theory should not be re garded as wh olly 

rong , a s some a r e wont to do , but merely as incomplete . 

B) The next general theo ry o f axiology that is to be 
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considered is the deontological t heory of morals which re 

ceived its best expression in W. D. Ross ' s The Right ·and the 

Good and his Foundations of Ethics . This is the first group 

of va lue theories which maintains generally that value is 

an objective indefinable predicate . It is interes ting to 

note that all analysis of this theory ha s been either very 

short or non- esistent . Parker twice passes it over with the 

phrase "which I do not choose to discuss at thi s time. n22 

Profes sor Urban merely gives it short notice . 23 This is the 

position that must be taken , howeve r , for the issues that it 

raises are only of secondary importance to epistemological 

valuation . The main quest i ons it raises are whether r ight 

and duty are separable from the good or value and whether the 

theory of good in deontology is sub jec tive or objective, for 

the good or value mu st have some place in ethic s . In respect 

t o the fi rst issue both Ross and Urban mainta i n that , as far 

as their intuitive meaning is concerned , the ri ht and the 

good are unique , or , better , sui generis and that neither is 

resolvable into the other ; and at the same time assert that , 

as attributes of actions and things , they can be understood 

only as standing in organic relations the one to the other . 

oss maintains , rightly I think , that a l l duty presupposes a 

re cognition of intrinsic goods and vie e versa. . The re lat ion

ship between ends (intrinsic values) and duties is of an 

equivalent nature . I think this can be shown by the inability 
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of t hinking of one apart from the other . The main question 

in Ross is of primacy - which is to be cmsidered as prior? 

The va lue would have to be first for duty seems to be de r ived 

from r ecognized values although it arises when they arise . 

Profe ssor Urban maintains that the val ue as characterized 

by its 'oughtness- to- be' arises prior to the duty which is 

characterized by its ' oughtness - to- do •. 24 This relation is 

probably , as Ross maintains , a priori but this is only one 

as pec t of it. A further aspect would arise -when we consider 

shades of value and duty, a subject that Ross touches only 

light ly . But, again , these questions do not really concern 

us a t this point . Ross did not give a clear definition of 

value , and his theory exists maily in the form of an ethic, 

so with apol ogies I will omit it from the prese~ discussion. 

C) The t hi rd group of t heories - the Platonic valuation of 

Urban and Sorl ey - are deserving of a more detailed and com

pl ete expos i tion . To this end the rest of this paper will be 

devot ed. The j usti f ication for this overbalance in consider

ation is that these theories above all others seem to be 

most complete i n exp l aining the character and place of value 

in human experience . 

Urban , i n h is def inition of value , attempts to answer 

the f undamen tal que s tion in axiology . This question is of 

the na ture of all determination of value; in other words of 

def i ni t ion which i ncludes all forms of value. It is in the 
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light of a comprehensive definition of value tha t he cri t

ici zes other definitions that have been offer ed . In his 

book Fundamentals of Ethics 25 he divides value definition 

i n to three levels according to their completeness of def 

inition . The first defini tion is of the Perry- Parker nature . 

It is the type which is most enerally acc epted uncritically. 

This is the idea "tha t value is that which satisfies human 

desire. 11 thins tha t s a tisfy human desire haye value , 

or are good . n 26 Value would be the determination or quality 

of an object which involves any sort of ap precia tion or 

i nterest . In other words value is the feeling . Urb an d oe s 

not reject th i s concept , as has already been seen , but main 

tains that it is inadequate for expressing all forms of value . 

Back of this feeling or desire which are psychological tend

encies lie biological tendencies or instincts broadly pre 

supposed by the desire or feeling . Examples of this fact are 

numerous , some of the most obvious being the desire for food 

produce d by the body demanding sustinance; or thirst produced 

by the bodily need for water . Most basic desires and feelin s 

presuppose these biolo ic tendenc ies , therefore , these 

' interest ' or psychological theories of value become bio-

0 ical theories in the broader sense of the term. It can 

be seen that these biolog ic tendencies lead to the survival 

of the i ~dividual. They are directed to the preservation of 

bodily well-being and life . Herein arises the second broad 
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definition of value which includes the first . Value is now 

defined in terms of survival and enhancement of life , and the 

biolo ical tendencie s are graded according to some value-for

life . Value becomes "anythin that furthers or conserves 

life" and value may be defined as "a phenomenon a earin ? in 

a psychological form . n 27 It is at this point that he hil

osophic definition of value arises . This second definition 

is fine for the animal world but i s inadequa te for the human 

in his human capacity . By assuming that there is value in 

the continuance of life we are assumin that life itself has 

value and ou ht to be continued . I think it will be enerally 

agreed tha t man has in his value structure values which in no 

way affect his status as a biological being and serve not 

for t he enhancement of life but the enhancement of a nother 

s i de of his nat ure whic h may be called th e spiritual attribute 

of man . Fur thermore , if values get their significance from 

their te leolog ical relationship t o the enhancement of life , 

t hen sur ely life must get its significance from tTabsolute" 

values which it embodies ; otherwise life and its relative 

values los e all their genuine meanin • tttife (human) is 

not neces sarily a good in itself , but ets its va ue r ather 

from t hat which living realizesn28 (ultima te value) . From 

an ultimate point of view , a knowledge of va lue is presup-

osed in any concept of a valuable life . There f ore , e must 

find a third def inition of value which includes the other two. 
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To this end we ha ve two ossibl e choices. Eithe r value is 

to be conceived of as a "logical ly primitive concept, and , 

therefo re , i nd efinable (which is Ross's osition) or as a 

f unction of t he coherent organiza tion of life or experience 

as a whole . n29 The first has been examined above and found 

to be in some as pects inadequate , so we are ~ead to a ccept 

some f orm of the l a tter . Urban defines va lue ._,eneral ly a s 

"that alone i s ul ti a tely and intrins ical ly valuable th a t 

leads to the deve lopment of selves , or to self- realization.tt30 

In this definition it can be seen that ·axiolo y becomes an 

extension of ethic s for the methods of self- realization are 

the study of ethics. Therefore , axioloby becomes the basis 

for ethics and must deal wi t h ultimates . It wi 11 also be 

r ecognized that Urban's definition includes only intrinsic 

values . This too is legitima te for all extrinsic or in

strumental values, derive their value character from the 

higher or intrinsic values . By definition , instrumental 

values are a function of intrinsic values and exist onl y so 

far as they exhibit rel ationship to the intrinsic values . 

It has long been recognized by those who deal primarily 

with values ; such as poets, religious - philoso hers , et al; 

that there are three t ruely ul timate values . These are : 

l) the intellectual va lue of T,ruth; 2) t he aesthetic value 

of Beauty , and ; 3) the moral va l ue of Goodness (Pl a to's 

Justice) . These values seem to be t he ineffable realities 

R OF 

WASHI . ~, LEE C 11VERS1TY 
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of self- r eal ization . It is only through t he unders tandin ? of 

their ontological status , an d the func tions of thei r use in 

value judgments that they can be finally understood or real

ized . This le.ads directly to our next problem of the con

sciousness of value. 

§ 2 

The problems which need to be considered under this 

section ar e largely of an epistemological character. What 

is the nature of the consciousness of value? hat is the 

nature of the value-judgment? These and other questions are 

basic t o axiological structure . Involved in the conscious

ness of value is the value-judgment itself. Therefore, this 

section will particularly be concerned with an examination of 

worth or value feelings . 

The basic nature of all value-judgments can be formu

lated by an equa tion where 'x' the object (physical or non

physical) i s said to have the ability of arousing 'y' the worth 

predicate in the · subject . By the worth predicate is meant such 

terms a s good , bad , beautiful, ugly, true, and false. For 

the unreflec tive worth or value consciousness these predicates 

exist in t he 'objects' as t ertia ry qualities and one just as 

real in t he object as the primary and seconda ry qualities 

hich are parts of the physical objects of cognition. The best 

example of this unreflective consciousness of the value in an 

object occurs, probably, in judgments involving the aesthetic 
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value of beauty. vhen we say that such and s uch a picture is 

beautiful are we not maintaining that the picture has a quality 

which we entitle beauty existing in the picture itself? Yet 

i t is generally admitt ed that this tertiary quality is in part 

sub jectively determined in a way t ha t the other qualities are 

not. "The judgment of value has accordingly been described 

as a mere assertion of the meaning of the object for the sub

ject, or as an appreciation. fhen I say tha t th e ob ject's 

good or beautiful or noble, I assert a direct relation of the 

obj ect to my feeling and will , a ha r mony between the object 

and my subjective disposition which is relative ly independent 

of my judgment of exis t ence of the obj ect or judgment of the 

truth of t he idea I have of the object . Existence is per

ceived ; truth is thought ; value is felt. But while the worth 

predicates are in the first place felt and not cognised, while 

they are at the third removed from pure objectivity, neverthe

less, there is presupposed in every a pprecia tion , in every 

judgment of value , a reference to reality and truth. The 

reference comes t o the surface as soon a s I ask such questions 

as these: is t'1e object really useful or good? is it truely 

noble or beautiful? The feeling of val ue (consciousness of 

value) includes the feeling of r ea lity. Appreciative meanings 

presuppos e r eality meanings . n3l 

Here Ur ban draws an important distinction between the 

ays of knowing . There is a basic difference between the 
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existence, as perceived, of the primary and secondary qualities 

in an object and the existence the cb server imputes to the 

tertiary quality. Although the worth predicate is applied to 

objects in the same way as the secondary predicates, such as 

black and soft; there is a basic difference in their character, 

at least a prima facie difference in the way in which the worth 

predicate or value belongs to an object from the inherence in 

the object of the qualities which are held to make up its 

nature . One basic difference in the primary and secondary 

qualities that sets them apart from the tertiary quality is 

that the former may only be imputed to material objects while 

the latter can be imputed to both objects and to non-physical 

events such as thoughts. Furthermore, the tertiary qualities, 

being one step farther removed f rom the nature of the objec t 

than either the primary qualities , which are said to be truely 

existing in the object itself, and the s ec ondary qualities which 

are , perhaps , merely mental effec ts caused by some modification 

of the primary qualities , a t any rate, in some sense due to the 

mind of the subject ; 32 then the tertia ry qualities would be 

even more subjec t ive . This would eventually lead to a comple

tely subjective explana tion of value which, from the previous 

discussion , rill not do . Therefore, in the predication of 

value to an object there is a difference in kind from that of 

quantatative or qualita tive predication. 

This leads direc t ly into a further discussion of, erhaps, 
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one of the chief problems in value theory. If value is not a 

pe rcepta ble quality of objects , in the s ense that primary and 

secondary qualities are perceptable , then what is the relation 

of tm ob ject to the subject tha t p roduces an im uted value in 

the object f or t he subject ; or , in other ·words , gives the sub 

ject a consciousness of va lue in the object? This r ela tion 

is not the same as tl e pa rceptual experience by ·which existence 

i s imputed to an object but is a relation involving feeling 

appreciation by whi ch value is rec ognized in the object -

i f a relation a t all . But first there needs to be an under

stand.in of the 1ay value , as a ' felt ' qu_lity , exists in 

t he consciousness . Objec t s are valued in two ays , actually 

and ideally. · _is duality in value consciousness exhibits 

itself in situations of conf l ict between values . An action 

may be sanctioned in immediate appreciation , a l though from 

an objective , mora l point of view , it must be. condemmed . 

The first value i s instrument al for it can be judged in terms 

of the highe r intrinsic values . In orde r for the object to 

~ve final value it must lead to t he fulfillment of the in

trinsic value . But , int is case , there also exists two at

t itudes t O\·vard the ob ject . One is the presum tion of real 

Value in the ob j ec t t hat would lead to the fulfillment of 

desires itc ; the second .rh ich involves t he value- judgment 

is the ideal value where worth is attributed t o the object 

beca se • t , 
i aeserves to be valued irres ective of the fact 
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that any person or persons actua y do value it . "In both 

cases t he real and the ideal values are equal ly functions of 

the relation of the object to the subject . The difference 

li es in t he att i tude of t he subject , in the different pre

suppositions of the feelin in the two cases . n33 The basic 

presupposition in the va lue judgment is the presuppositi on 

of reality . In every judgment of value there must exist a 

presuppositi on of re ~ ity of he value fo r the judgment to 

arise . These presuppos itions manifest t heirselves in two 

ways: the presupposition of the actual value in the object , 

and the presupposition of the reality of ideal value in light 

of which the object is judged . Therefore , worth judgments 

express not a ttributes of objects apart from t h e sub j ect , 

even when the value is described as actual , but r a ther func 

tions of the rela tion of s ubject to object . The transition 

from actual to ideal value occurs when the attribution of 

value to t he object ceases to be determined by the i mmediate 

or immanental reference an becomes a function of a trans -

redient reference to hi her values ; the jud ment decides 

het er the object deserves to be valued in light of these 

higher values . This second case also ex resses a re lation , 

ut one of a different nature than the rela tive which exists 

in the judgment of actual value . The rela tion bee orre s pro

ected out of the immanent situation into the future . The 
at t · itude of the subject depends upon a transgredien t reference 
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and the continuation of va lue is judged . This judgment of 

continuation of value always depends upon a hi her intr insic 

value f or t h e verific a tion , for it is only a s far as an 

. ob ject deserves to be valued that it ,rill be val ued at soire 

fu t u re date . The i dea l value of an object is relatively 

stable while the ac tual value of an object changes as the 

s i t ua t ion of t h e subject changes . The actu al value depends 

upon dis ositions of the subject , which are fluctuatory ; while 

t he ideal value de:rends upon a rel atively pe rmanent disposition 

of t he subject in which he wills tha t t he object be valued and 

j ud es that t h e object dese r ves to be valu ed. This volitional 

aspect is a produc t of the ' wills ' determination by intrinsic 

va lues . Therefore, t~is r el a tion between object and subject 

which arouses the consciousness of value f or the s·ubj~c t is 

a result of the Ufwnd.e a meaning n34 of the object for the sub

j ect . Or , to describe the relation better , it consists of 

t he tta ffective - volitional meanin s n3 5 of . the object for the 

subject and it is asserted that the object has the powe r to 

arouse value experience . 

The attitude of ·the subject of this relation rray be one 

of three : 1) sim le a pprecia ti on of the af f ective - vo l itional 

meaning of the object for th e self which is immediat e and 

t r ans itory . These are ' condition ' worths which are determined 

by fee lin s of the individual which presuppos e me rely pre-

sumptions , judgments , or assumptions of existence or 
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non- exis tence of _objects i mme diately or re mote ly desirable • . 

They ar e called condi tion orths f or th e feelinps which are 

aroused (by t he objec t ) , when abstra cted f rom the object and 

viewed retr ospectively , refer not to t h e idea of the s elf , 

but to the a f f ecti ve condition of the organism. These ouse 

t he prima r y consciou sness of va l ue in an object fro m wh ich 

comes t he primitive or first definition of value (see ab ove 

P. 16 ) . This simple ap preciation may be called also the 

prima r y value- consciousness . The act of val ue- judgment in

volve d i n s imple a pprecia tion is usually presumption of val ue 

r eality. 

Th e s econd t ype of value - consciousness may be called 

individual worths . These values are subjective in t ha t t hey 

are directly relative to t he person hol ding them. ror an 

obj ec t to arouse individual value - consciousness meanin t here 

must exist a judgment involving a transgredi ent r efere nce to 

i dea l pe rsonality. This ideal personality must remain a 

basic presupposit i on i n all judgments of individual - worth 

meanings . This ideal personality is the self as idealized 

by t he pr es ent self . It is a purpose for the present self to 

bec ome the idealize d self . This ide alized self is a subjective 

value held in its unique form only by the individual . Each 

individual visualizes or projects his idealized self in a f orm 

different tha n all otner individuals . Each situation that 

arises is judged or gi ven \Orth predi cate proportional to the 
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instrumentality it ca rries towa rd the real iza tion of the ideal 

self . This ideal self is at the same time both intrinsic and 

instrumental . The relation here is triangular between t he ob

ject and sub j ect for it is a relat i on between both the present 

self and the ideal self , the value of the object being th e 

change which it will produce in moving toward the ideal self 

from the immediate self . The funded meaning of the object is 

the degree to which i t will lead to the re alizat ion of the 

ideal s elf. The judgment which produces this consciousness 

is always or almost always of instrumental worth in the object . 

This judgment is on a different and higher level than the value

consciousness of simple- appreciation for through this value

consciousness of the ideal personality or individual worth 

all va lues of simple apprecia t i on can be evaluated . "Throu h 

r eference to the ide al of the person , and through contrast 

with condition worths , the disposition becomes the object of 

fe elin s qualitatively dif f erent from the feelings of simple 

appreciation . But not only is this qualita tively new meaning 

acquired. The ··feelings of value, with these acquir ed presup

positions , ha ve greater transgredient and immanental reference , 

gr ea ter depth and breadth int e personali ty . They represent , 

the refo re , an absolute .:inGre:,ase in the degree of value or 

affective - volitional meaning . In general , persona l worths 

have preference over condition worths . The demand t o r ea:l ize 

personal worths , a s r epresented in feelings of ' pers cnal ' 
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obligation is more intense than the (interest) obligation 

attached to objects of (simple - appreciation) . u36 They are 

more demanding because they ca rry a gr eater capacity for con-

tinuous valuation. n example of the preference that an 

individual worth would take over the value of simple a pre

ciation is in a simple choice between two varieties of food . 

If the individual includes in his idealized self bodily well 

being then he would have a criterion of choice between two 

varieties of food tha t would produce the s ame value of simple

appreci a tion , tha t of relieving hungar . One va riety of food 

would have more value for h i m for it would lead to bodily 

well- being where the other wouldn ' t . 

The t hird type of value- consciousness is the impersonal 

a t t itude , in which the subject of the judgment is identified 

with an impersonal over- individual subject and the value of 

the object is determined by explicit reference to the over 

indi victual demand . n37 This is a consciousness in which values 

are seen to exist apart from the subject . Objec t s of over

i ndividual va lue a re those , the yalue of which is reco nized 

by the subject . n object is imputed with over- individual 

value or transcendent va lue is so far as it participates in 

that value . The consciousness of these val ues arises in an 

entirely different way than does the proceeding two . The 

relation from which value is imputes is one of participation 

not one of direct cause and affect relation . Transcendent 
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values differ in their appreciation for they are not appreciated 

because they produce another value (viz s atisfaction) in the 

individual , but are appreciated for themselves as independently 

existin realities . ·vhereas , in the case of conditional worths 

they gain value only by their instrumental cha racter in produc

ing a state of satisfaction which is intrinsic ; and in indi

vidual worths , by their instrumental cha r acter , in producing 

the idealized personality which , when achieved , produces a 

deepe r stat e of satisfa ction , they are not instru_1ental but 

intrinsic and the satisfaction derived in the individual is 

through participation in them. complete state of satisfac -

tion can not be achieved as in , say s imple appreciation , un

less the oartici ation is comple te . Judgmen ts of objects in 

respect to these values are dependent upon the degr ee to which 

the value i s visuali zed or cognis ed . In most i ndividuals such 

judgments will vary in a marked degree i n proportion to the 

knowledge one has of the imputed value . These judgment s are 

always r el a t i ve for they are of the degree of partic ipation . 

Therefore , to be pro p er , they should be adverbial to i mply 

their own relat i vity to the judging subject . These values are 

higher or more i nc lusive than the other two for they are the 

determinate of the o ther two . The consciousnes s of objects 

of simp le a preciation can be evaluated as to their partici

pation in these t r anscendent values as can the value- conscious 

ness of objects of personal worth . In fact the idealized 
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personality is evaluated as to its parti cipation in the trans 

cendent values . 

The rest of this paper will be devoted to the mode of 

being of the trans cendent values , the methods of knowled e of 

them etc . - for they seem to be the means of ultimate deter

mination of all other value . 

C) From the preceeding discussion , cons c iousness of value 

can be seen to be the process of making evaluation or va lue 

judgment s . The value - judgment determire s the affective

volitional meaning , expressed i n the re lati on of the object 

for the subject . The object is judged to have value if it 

arouses one of three attitudes in the subject . These are : 

1) simple - apprecia tion whic h is a triangula r relation of the 

object to the subject whereby the object is judged to be 

capable of producing a state of s a tisfied in t he s ub ject in 

an immediate sense ; 2 ) individual worth which is a trian

gula r relation which is projedted to an idealized person

ality pre sup .osed by the. individual whereby the object is 

j udged as an aid in realizing the ideal personality ; and 

3) over- individual or transcendent vale which is a trian

gular relation whereby the object is judged t o partici ate 

i n a transcendent value to a certain degree . 
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The valu e is not a q ality of an object nor is it 

directly perceived but is felt or recognized . The value 

of an object is a part of the object bu t not structurally . 

It is the ability of the object to produce , or the degree 

that an ob ject exh ibits a manifestation of a transcendent 

value . The degree of participati on determines · the ca acity 

of the object to fulfill the lower values . 

§ 3 

A r ob lem that can no loner be avo ided is the uestion 

of objectivity or subjectivity of the transcendent va lue . 

The general view tha t has bee n i m l ied is tha t ce rtain 

values are largely subjective while the transcenden t value 

is objective . Here a Plat onic position is t aken and the 

conce tion of the transcendent value follows a eneral 

Platonic " !h:enra . There are two choices possible , either the 

transcendent value is objective or else it has no reality 

apart f rom the mind of the subject who affirms them. This 

is the idealism and realism battle or more historically the 
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nominal i sm- real ism battle . Yet in trying to establish the 

i ndependent real ity of the transcendent value we do not have 

t he same perceptual coerciveness that the r ealist can depend 

upon to substantiate his view. naturalistic point of view 

is untenable for the objectivity of value . This has been 

shown previously by the rejection of tertiary qualities . 

This re jec tion has made explicit the point that values , if 

they exists independently , have a different mode of existence 

than does the perceptual object . There 'ore , the term of 

existenc e is not appropriate to the realm of value . xistence 

shall rather be use d to denote , as in Kant, ' absolute position ' 

in the perceptual experience . As has been seen, values are 

not part of the nexus of perceptual experience . They do not 

exist. But we can say that objects have being . When we 

speak of a value as having being we do not mean that it 

exists as a particular apple exists but moreover we mean 

that it haste same type of reality as blueness or trian

ulari ty. \• e .say of a value such as Goodness that it is 

and has bein~ but does not exist. This is a basic difference a 

that causes a great deal of confusion if it goes recognized. 

Plato was vulnerable to great criticism when he had to assert , 

by nature of his language , that the ' ideas ' had existence and 

were because they were permanent , eternal ; but he could not 

use this same term for the world of perceptual experience 

for they exhi"bi·ted fl d d h f h ux an ecay ; t ere ore , t ey were not . 
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To us this would mean that they had no being. This was not 

Plato's meanin . In modern terminology , we can avoid this 

confusion by asserting that the objects of p.erceptual ex

perience exist and have be ing , and that the universals have 

being but do not exist . Existence belon s to individuals 

only; but being may be ascribed to a group of objects of 

thought indefinitely . This group of objects to which we 

attribute being we say has objective reality. Therefore , a 

better fo tmula tion of the problem would be : Do values have 

being or are they merely subjective generalizations which 

a re un- real . As has been s tated above all value - jud ments 

presuppose value - reality , therefore , it is t®is presupposi

tion that is being examined . It may be by means of conati ve 

or affe ctive experience that we arrive at judgment of value , 

just as sensual experience l eads t o the jud~ments of sense

perception . But in neither case does the .. ori i n constitute 
. 

the meaning of the judgment . In both cases there is a ref

erence to something beyond the mental state of the subject -

to a value which he appreciates or to an object which he 

apprehends . There is a view that the value predicated 

judgment not only arise s out of , but can be reduced to , the 

mode of valuation ; 38 it consists in the r elation which some 

content presented to a subject has to that subject ' s sens 

ibility , thus producing a state of satisfaction • . This view 

would , accordingly , explain value as a relation to the subject . 
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But thi s view is founded upon a confusion between the p rocess 

by means of which we bec ome aware of value (the value- con

sc iousness and the judgments) and the value itself . Probably 

in the end value nominalism cannot be refuted absolutely for 

we are not dealing with existant objects which carry sense 

coerc i veness . But we have to attribute objectivity to values 

if value- judgments are to have any meai ing at all. To say 

that an action is good , or that an object is beautiful has 

no meaning unless there is a criterion which i s apar.t frcm 

the judging subject . But the prime argument for asserting 

the objectivity of values or the mind- independent cha racter 

of values is in principle the same as that f or the independence 

of sense - data . The distinction between the sensation blue and 

t he datum blue is no more and no less significant than the 

distinction between the feeling of value and the va lue datum 

of whi ch we become aware through the value- consciousness . 

The significance of values just as the significance of know

ledo-e depends upon the acknowledgment of their objective 

status , and it is t his , in the last analysis , which is deter

minative . The argument in this case has to be dialectical in 

the same manner that the argument for objectivity of sense 

ob jects in the physi cal sciences is dialectical . In the end , 

as asserted before , value nominalism cannot be refuted but 

t he reasons for ado ting a rea listic attitude seems persua

s ive , in tha t only through affirmation of tne objective 
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reality of values can any value be felt or seen to be. There 

fore , for the urposes of the present discussion it will b e 

assume d that. transcendent va lues ha ve being and are by t h eir 

nature objective realities . 

§ 4 

s has been suggested before all values can genera lly be 

cla ssified into two distinct groups : intrinsic and instru

mental . An intrinsic value is one which c an be valued for 

its own sake . That is , it de pends upon no higher val ue or 

i ts me a ning . An instrumenta l or extrinsic value is a means 

to a n intrinsic value . I t is inseparable from the intrinsic 

value from which it derives its meaning or 'fund~li ' character . 

Furthermore , we sa~ that there are three levels of value

cons ciousness , to which corres ond the three types of value : 

The values of simple- appreciation; the individual values, or 

t he values of personal worth ; a nd lastly the transcendent 

values . lso the principle was stated that lower va lues may 

be evaluated in terms of higher va lues . Everett constructe d 

a tab le of values39 which has become standard . Thus all va lues 

are cla ssified into eight basic types . 

I Bodily Values 

II Economic Values 

III Values of Recreation 

IV Values of ssocia.tion 

V Character Values 
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VI Aesthetic Values 

VII Intellectual Values 

VIII Religious Values 

This table is not perfect but serves merely as a re

liminary grou ing which is useful for a starting point to 

further examina tion. Primarily , all the values contained 

in this t able are clearly recognizab e . The classification 

that is here presented is not indicative of any hierarchy of 

values but only a comprehensive classification. These ei ht 

groups can be further divided into three others : Or anic , 

Soc ial , nd Spiritual , and the last two inc luded under Hyper

Organic . 

ORGA IC Bodily 

Economic 

Recreation 

Social 
HYPER-

Character 

Association 
ORGANIC 

Spiritual - esthetic 

Intellectual 

Religious 

These are natural groupings , for the first group achieves 

value in the satisfaction of bodily wants ; the second arise 

only with the self in society and the third arise only inso

far as the self is projected beyond the other two gro ps . We 
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can see tha t each of these values fulfills a primary def

inition of value as resented by Urban - they all lead to 

the realization of some aspect of the self. Of this whole 

list only one classification can be recognized as entirely 

instrumental - these are the economic values . 11 economic 

values exist for the fulfillment of one of the other classes . 

Food exists for the bodily . value , money is acquired so that 

the other values m y rece i ve more attention. By the char

acte r of its complete instrumentality the Economic value 

take s the place of lowest in our value hierarchy . The next 

two are Bodily and Recreation , Bodily be:ing lower than 

Recre a tional because it is instrumental t o the Reereational 

Value . The others fall in line with the spiritual values and 

the Character Value coming a t the to of the list . The 

Character Value is the peculiar value to personal worth but 

this takes its meaning from the spiritual values . It is i n 

dealing with these spiritual values that we run i nt o diffi 

culties and the table becomes not quite erfect . For the 

spir·tual values form the basi c predicates of valuation . 

These are Truth , Goodness , and Beauty. nd may be called , 

in order the Log ical Vijlue , the Ethical Value , and the 

Aesthetic Value . These three val ues are not clearly and 

di.rectly recognized but constitute the class of transcendent 

values . They are the determinates of all other values lower 

on the scale . Take for example the personal worth- ha i ne ss . 
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This can be included under the Cha racter Value group for it 

is a value of pe rsona l worth . 11 the lower values are in

strumental to it. Yet it is not i nstrumental to the three 

ultimate values but derives ideal value as far as it a rtic -

i a tes in them. These three prime values are independent , 

they require no relational connections to give them validity. 

They a re the Platonic al"chetypes - eternal, i mmutable but part 

of the nature of reality. Yet these three prime va lues , 

altho gh irreducible to each other do not have being a art 

from each other , they are co-ordinated closely and jud ment 

of one involves the other two . This co- ordination has be 

rec o niz ed by some of the poets , the classic example being 

Keatsfi declaration that "beauty is truth , and truth beauty . n 

Yet , although Ke ats recognized tha t these value s were co

ordinated, in his mind they were carried a step further a nd 

became reducible to each o th er . This is a cnfusion of values . 

Beauty is beauty - not truth , although they inva riably a pear 

together . The very nature of Keats ' confusion sug ests that 

a closer examination of each of the prime values is re uired. 

A) Truth has most oft en of the three rime values been denied 

being by many thi nkers . It has bee n main tained by one school 

of thinkers that truth is simply a concise expression for 

working efficiency ; that it is capable of analysis into certain 

other values , and that all so- called intellectual values have 

their real value in rela tion to sane other function than 
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intellectual apprehension. On this view truth would not be 

a prime value . One aspect of the personality that this view 

overlooks is the independent interest in knowing which char

acte rises the maturity of tre human mind . The attainment of 

intelli ence can be distinguished from oodness or beauty 

mainly by its personification in the individual attitude . 

The person , in so far as he recognizes truth in a system of 

pro ositions believes or asserts it of them . This attitude 

is basically different from the attitude of approval that 

come s from the judgment of goodness , or of admirati on from 

that of beauty . But it must be remembered that no ro osition 

is perfectly true save truth itself. No knowledge is a ined 

of truth through true repositions but the belief consists 

mainly of appreciation for their participation in absolute 

or perfect truth . "It is knowledge of truth or truth as known , 

that has value . 1an as a thinking being finds va lue in the 

truth which he seeks; it may even become the chief ai m of his 

lif e, and he cherishes it on i t s own account - not as somethin g 

alien to himself , but as completing or perfecting his own 

intellectual nature. n40 Knowledge of truth comes only throu h 

the pa rticipation of the individual in it . But this is an 

epistemological question and will be considered in the following 

section. 

B) More closely connected are the prime val ues Goodness and 

Beauty . The differences between them can be seen in the ty e 
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of appreciation wh i ch they exhibit in the value -consciousness . 

Our apprecia tion of beauty in an obje c t differs , not to a 

great extent, but nonetheless differs from our appre ciation 

of a good deed . The f ormer is a dmiration and the latter -

approva l . Many times the s e two attitudes are combined in 

one judgment . When we say t hat a pi ct ure is ood many ti mes 

we a re not merely exp r essing an admir tion f or the art ist but 

a lso our approval of it and its author. In su ch -t imes as are 

now used - "beau tiful soul" etc . we see a term of aesthetic 

admi r ation used to ex ress high moral approbation . But even 

here there seems to be a combination of the two modes of 

appreciation r a ther than identity . The soul · is beautiful 

because of its ha ony with the ethical ideal and both 

modes of ap rec.iation are '--: apprbpriate. The difference be

tween t he two judgments can be clearly seen if they are con 

sidered in opposition . Take a statement suc h as 1'the fine 

art of stealing" here we have a sense of admiration for the 

de ree and perfection to whic h the t h ief has carried his 

peculiar skill , yet it do es not meet with our ap probation . 

Therefore , it exhibits beauty to some degree but its goodness 

is on a very low level. Perfect goodnes s and perfec t beauty 

do not exist in the worl:i of sence ex erience . As has been 

said before ( P .30 ) they do not exist - they have a type of 

reali ty that exis tence does not have . Yet consciousness of 

these forms can a ri se throu h recognization in existing 
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objects . Th . b f b . 41 is occurs ya process o a straction . 

C) These ultimate values are the only com lete intri nsic 

values for they are the only permanent ones. They are the 

three universally existing values which do not change . 11 

other values , save the economic value , (and even thi s ac uires 

intrinsic value in the hands of a miser) are i n part intrinsic 

and in part extrinsic . The hierarchy of ·values can be arranged 

according to the inclusiveness of the value . Values which are 

higher on the scale will include the lower va lues as instru

mental to them . Another means of class ification would be on 

the criteria of means and ends . 11 instrument al values are 

a means t o the extrinsic value which is the end . All purely 

intrinsic valIBs are ideal and no where show actua lity . Values 

of s imple appreciation are lowest on the scale for they are 

the means to states of satisfaction in the individual and also 

are means to the n ext higher level of valuation . This next 

leve l is not existent the s ame way tha t the values of simpl e 

apprecia tion are existent but are essences . ach individual 

has an ideal which is his realized self and this is the prime 

meaning of value for the individual . Personal wor ths are the 

usual determining factor of action for the individual . Yet 

thes e personal worths are lower on the scale than the trans 

cendent values for the ideal personality is determined to a 

large extent by the three transcendents. Valuation can then 

be thou ht of in Platonic - ristot elian terms . The value s 
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themselves have the characteriestics of the Pl a tonic i deas . 

The lower values are arranged on an ascending scale in so 

fa r a s they exhibit or participate i n the eternal ideas . 

The transcendent values are the only true catholic - non

exc lusive . By catholic is me ant va lues in which all men 

may pa rticipate and who ' s enjoyment by one nan does not 

limi t or int erfere with the i r equal enjoyment by others . 

s can readily be seen the va lues of simple - a _preci ation 

a re exclusive , for their enjoyment by one means the sub 

s equent loss for all others . There a re four values which 

dese rve the term ca tholic , these are : Hap iness - the 

personal woth archetype and the three transcend en ts . 1I h1 all 

of t hese every man can be a participant without making the 

value exclusive for h i mself. 

There have been t wo me hods of compar a tive valua t i on , 

t hat of a sca le an d tha t of a system. scale de pends u pon 

empirical and quantitat ive analysis. To build a sc ale of 

value s one mu st s t a rt on t he a ssumption that each va lu able 

ob jec t has a definite quant·ty of something which is always 

the s ame in kind an d can be me asured by t he uantity of it 

which they coo. t a in . scale which is built u pon tis 

hypothesis, alth ough fine in theory , will not wor k pra cticall y 

f or i t depends upon knowledge of the limits of the scale . To 

construct a scale we would first have to know the uppermost 

limi t and be able to c onstruct from this knowledge a value 
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calculus . Furthermore , the values would be measured as to 

quantity , not uality which is their real attribute . And 

l astly a scale depends upon an identifiable , existent attri

bute in objects which can be measured . This fallacy of 

ascribing a quality to an object called value has been ex

amined and discar ded . The difficulties of sue h a scale 

. mak e it practically i mpossible to construct . 

The question may be asked : dres not the criteria of 

participation give a quantitative distinction betwee n values , 

and , therefore , could they not be arranged according to 

thei r participation in the higher values? My answer to this 

would be that if the relative participation of values in 

the higher va lue could be found then they could be arr a ed 

on a scale , but again thi s de:p3nds u~on a complete knowled e 

of the values which are participated in ,- in reality a last 

ing mystical ex erience . ho would construct such a scale 

would be a very difficult problem to deal with . 

Sorley gives a clue to the m mparison of values vmen 

he states : "If we are to compare value s a t all , it a pears 

to me that we must give u p the idea of a scale f or that of a 

system." "The clue," says Sorley , "will to be sought in the 

idea of a system to which the val es belon . Now the sub

ject of val es - that is , the conscious person - when he 

trie s to rationalize his life , does attempt also to system

ati ze his values : partly deliberately , partly unconsciou sly , 
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he gradually forms a domina ting conception which determines 

his conduct and his view of what is of greatest worth . u42 It 

may be added to this that in t his very system, constructe d by 

t he i ndividual , that determines his idealized persona lity. 

The central focus or dominant value of one man ' s life may 

be different from that of another . Each pursues his own 

"hap i ne ss" according to his special capabilities . Yet be 

hind the difference i n achievement there remains an identity 

of pr inciple . u 11 me n , in their various ays , may be guided 

by the s ame princi le , each seeking to make his life perfect 

by th e hi ghest performance in his power . n43 This nrinci ole 

Pl a t o ca lled justice , ristotle- happines s the label matters 

little , wha t is important is that it must be a rinci le of 

self- realization and it demands a philosophy of the spirit 

or a complete identif i cation of value with r eality . Thus 

i nsistence upon self- re aliza tion recalls the primary defini

tion of value arrived at in Section II ,§ 1 C - That alone 

is ultimately and intrinsically va l uable that leads to the 

develo ment of selves , or to self - realization . 

r eliminary system of values may be constr uc ted on 

t he lines of the r eceeding argument . This system is not 

to be construed a s any sense final or definitive but merely 

as a - ossible way of looking at value in a system. This system 

may be divided into t wo levels - personal f i m ersonal as 

bel ow. 
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The lines in this diagram do not represent direct r e

lations but only show some sor t of connection . Below the 

line there is r e lational connections as to means and ends , 

but thi s exists merely on the lowest level . Another mean s of 

classifi c a tion could be on the criterion of catholicity . 
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No system is apt to be r i ght unless there is a can lete 

i dea of s pirit and r eality behind it . It is to this main 

problem tha I now turn . 
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III 

~ 1 

The mate rial for this section i s t aken mainly from 

The Imprisoned Splendor by Raynor Johnson; Moral Values and 

the Idea of God by ~ • R. Sorley; Beyond Idealism and Realism 

by W. M. Urban; The Pla tonic Tradi t ion in Anglo- Saxo n Phil 

osophy by J . H. ~ui~head ; and ppe ar ance and Reality by . H. 

Bradley . This test i s not exclusive (i . e ., it does not mean 

that other works coul d not be used , but t h ese are the clear

es t formulation of the r ather inexact problem of Values and 

Reali ty) . The method of this sect ·on will be to consider 

value in terms of reality and as an expression of reality 

and then to determine the general me t h ods of knowl~d e that 

lead to this ' r ealit '· Reality here will be taken to mean 

tha t whi ch is not imaginary or illusory . It is nearly equiv

alent to ' existence ' as previously defin ed above with two 

main differences . "In the first place , it marks its object 

off f rom the i maginary , although the imaginary always has 

existenc e as a mental fact . In the second place , rea li ty 

and real are us ed not onl y of the ex isting things to which , 

through our erc eptive and intellectual proc ess , a measure of 

independence has bee n ascribed ; but also of those factors in 

the conditions and behaviors of existin things to which we 

do no t assign existence by themselves , although without them 

44 t he things could not be as they a re ." Thus reality would 
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i nclude the ' laws' of science , mathematical relations for 

both of these thin gs cons ti tu te pa rt of the nature of the 

uni verse . Values , it will be argued , are of reality bec ause 

the y also are in a diff erent way constituants of the n ature 

of the universe . The main evidence for the belief in the 

nature of reality must either be sup lied by the mystics 

or by realization in our own minds . 'Reality ' as Reality 

cannot be perceived directly . This led Kant to deny any 

knowled e of the world of Reality i n t he nounenal . Kant 

was most prob ably right if he meant tha t we can have no 

knowledge of Reality in the sarre way that we have knowled _e 

of the sense- data f or it is knowled e tha t comes throu h 

perception and carries as .its mode ' existence '. But Reality 

incl des both existence and non- existence , its jud _ment is 

of bein and this j udgment does not occur in the same way 

as our jud ment s of perception. The quarrel between idealism 

and real ism does not arise on the value level f or the concept 

of objectivity of value held by b oth i dealist and rea list 

show a transc endence above t his co ntroversy. The idealist 

and rea l ist argument is conc erned primaril y with existence 

and thereby is concerned only dth t h e i.•,rorld of erceptua l 

experience . ~or purposes of abbrevi ation we may assume t hat 

whatever the nat ure of existence is , it ha s being a n d, t he r e

fore , is inclu ded in Reality . i t h this a ss um ti on we al re a dy 

i ncl ude in Reality all of the existent physical world i ncl uding 
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the obje c ts , laws whic h gove rn them , and the ma thematics 

whi ch seem to order it. This transcendence of Reality above 

the quarre l ( as outlined by Urban in Beyond Idealism and 

Reali s m) a certain freedom of a c tion that would not be 

posses sed in epistemological forms of thou ht . Urban gi ves 

a good startin point fo r this di scussion in his Chapter -

' The Philosophy of Spirit' 45 - tr Ideal· sm has al ways been 

t he humanistic philosophy per excellence . It has constantly 

maintained a value realism , but it has always maintained that 

the obj e c tive re ality of values is bound up with as iritual

i sti c metaphysic, and that they lose their significance if 

the r a tional basis f or suc h a metaphysic is denied . r atural

i s tic humanism , on the other hand , denies this contention . 

It maintai ns that the human significance of values is wholly 

i ndependent of the cosmic background and t hat , indeed , so it 

is mai ntained by some , to give them cosmid s i gnificance is 

t o destroy their human significance . It may be described as 

an a ttem t to synthesize a humanistic ideali sm with a sc ien

t ific natural ism - an attempt whi c h , is one of the outs t and

i ng characteristic of present day philosophy . "46 He re we 

ha ve two main ositions as to the l oc us of value in reality. 

§ 2 

Na t uralisti c humanism has as its main assum tion : the 

world of r eali t y i s the world of existence only , nothing is 

to be included in r eality that do es not exist as an objective 
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entity of experience in the world of objects . "It not only 

denie s the cosmic significance of values , but often goes so 

far as to assert that such a notion is in some fashion 

mi mical to .human values themse lves . n47 For this position 

any humanization of the cosmos means the moral annulment of 

man . 

This is a erennial idea as old as philosophy itseli' . 

It is the common assertion that to postulate a transcendent 

reality is to degrade mankind . Another common assertion of 

thi s ositi on is : "If values are transcendent and grounded 

in u1timate be ing ·. are they not unreachable and , therefore , 

it is futile to attempt any realization in the self? " Yet 

when we examine the lives of those that held transcendent 

va lues we fi nd in a number of cases a greater self- realiza

tion than those who set su posedly attainable goals . In 

the pragmatic argument is not valid in this c ase . 

The theoretical grounds for su ch an asser ion are no 

more compelling than the practical . The naturalist .- demarrls 

a non- human universe , he maintains that to assert the cosmic 

significance of value is to humanize the cosmos . The diffi 

culty in t his position is that values , even though they are 

human , are objective - they have bein in reality . There

fore , values are more than human or are transcendent and are 

part of reality. The naturalist demands th at man stay out of 

r eality yet he has no more basis for this prejudice than the 
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mere love of a wel l ordered mechanical cosmos which can be 

identified in perce tual experience . The ' joker' here is 

that many physic ists are now asserting th at the cosmos of 

pe rceptual experienc e is not the ideal cosmos of mechanical 

causation . This is a form imposed upon the world of sense 

exper ience by the mind . As soon as one r ealizes that the 

laws of thought a re th e laws of t hings in sense- experienc e , 

and that the forms and r elations t hat constitute me chanical 

caus a tion a r e not an element in sense - experience then there 

exists no more reason for expecting mechanical causation as 

the na t ure of realit y than transcendent va lues . The most 

sensib le view would seem to be to accept all levels of human 

experi ence as indicative of different aspec ts of total r eali ty . 

The assumption t hat casual and axiological determinates a r e 

the only possibilities and that a third immanent , fr ee 

teleology , which involves no determinat i ons is im ossible 

is ove rly res trictive of rea lity . 

Such a f ree tele ol ogy "far from meaning the mo r a l annul

ment of men , s ee ms to be a necessary presup osition of the 

human . The essence of human purpose is the actual izat ion of 

the ends , and of t he values they presu ppose . But sure ly , 

unle ss these values , when actualized and enhanced , wer e also 

conserved human teleology would have no ultimate si nificance . n48 

Unless values have a significanc e as being in reality , the 

actualization of va lues by man as a moral bein , has no meaning . 
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It is possible to conceive of the world of naturalism theo

retically only if we omit the human being from this world , 

but as soon as we allow him to re - enter a larger perspective 

of reality o ens up , a pers pective which includes ideal values . 

Bra dley enforces this idea of deriving our ideas of reality 

from man ' s total expe rience when he states " e have seen that 

i n reality there can be no mere physical ature . The world 

of physical science is not something independent , but is a 

mere element in one total experience . ,,49 Other critic isms 

can be leveled at the position of the naturalistic humanist 

bu t I believe all in all that the preceeding are rounds 

enough t o ado t the idea tha t this position is unsatisfactory 

in its explanation of Reality . The idealistic insistence 

upon the priority and priviledged character of values in 

the nderstanding and interpretation of tlhle human seems to 

be more satisfactory . But this carries with it the impli 

cation that a com letely idealistic inter retation of reality 

will be accepted . I don ' t believe tha t this can be done for , 

i n t he main , the idealists , while bein the superior in their 

treatment of the ·axiological side of reality are somewhat 

wanting in the natural side - the refore , Reality must be a 

comb ina tion of idealism and realism into an absolute . 

§ 3 

11 of the men in the works cited above ( III ec . ~ 1) 

a r e l ead to the same eneral cmclusion : Re a l i ty must be 
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a uni ty of hilosophical or hum experience . Bra dley ost-

u l a t es " the Absoluten, Urban the''Philoso hia pe r ennis' and 

Sor 1 ey "Reality'' . All , I t hink a re advanc in in the s ame 

direction - t o 1ard a unity th a t would serve as the round or 

t eleological ' cause ' f or all human experience . Sorl ey states 

tif we would reach a true view of the connection of value 

with reality , we must bear these points in mind . The validity 

of i dea s of value diffe rs from the va lidity of hysical prin

ciples . Thi s difference , however , is not a difference in 

degree of validity . It is a difference in the r eferenc e of 

t he respective classes of principle : values are valid f or 

pe rsons ; phvsical principles a re valid of ma t e rial tings ; 

and this difference is the ground of t he different a rts of 

val idity posses sed by each . n 50 Sorley then di vi des Reality 

i nto three di visions : "l ) existen ts , amon g whi ch we di s 

t ingui sh persons from what may be called s imply things; 

2) relation between existing things , of which t he ' laws of 

na t ure ' may be taken as an example; and 3) values" . 51 Thes e 

divi sions of reality would corres pond to the levels of ex-
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This diagram of Johnson's is used to illustrate the 

levels of the mind . To or ley r eality exists on every level 

of the mind and is in part sensed by every level . Sorley 

doesn ' t mean , however , that Realit y is conscious at every 

level of the experience but me rely that one e Real ity has 

been r ecognized it can be seen on every level of experience . 

The first division of r eality is a classification of 

the objects of kno ded e (Belief t o Plato) . The reality of 

this di vision is not reality of the sarm type as perce tu al 

reality . This r eality is of the structure that holds per

ceptual reality togeth er . To assume this reality Sorley gives 

five pro ositions to support it . These in substance conform 

to the ar uments resent by Urban for the reality of the 

perceptual object . 53 

n1) "Existence is given in the fac t or act of lmowled e . n 

(This would include Kant ' s criterion of coerciveness) . 

2)"In knowledge the subject is aware of an ob ject which 

is other than itself - at least than itself as the 

subject knowing. tr 

3)"The object of knowled e is not an isolated some

thing . " ( This is the criteria of coherence . This 

coherence or system Sorley calls the 'ob jective 

continuum'.} 

4) The fourth is a reinforcement of the third . rt s 

the thing s which we disti nguish in the 'objective 
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continuum', and with which we have dealin s practical 

and cognitive , are not isolated or "dis tine t exist

ence" but portions of a connected whole , so the 

relations which we look upon as connectin are 

things with another have equally an ob ·ective basis . n 

(This proposition of objective order has been severely 

attacked by the idealists and is , at best on shaky 

grounds) . 

5) The fifth propos i tion concerns intr os ection or self

knowledge . The re is a problem here because the other 

f orms of knowledge consisted in a sub j ect to object 

r elation nd assumed that all knowledge was relational . 

So Sorley is f orced Jto state the proposition as 

follows : "knowledge of self is dis tin uishe d f r om 

knowledge of any ot her object in as much as it in

volves explicit consciousness as an object of that 

se l f whose activity is the conditi on of knowled e of 

eve r y kind ; and this oonsciousness of self is im

plic i t in all our other consciousness . n There is a 

very i nterestin p roblem here that will be covered 

more full y in the section concerning knowledge of 

reality or of the ' absolute '. 

This first division of reality falls under the criticism 

that it is not true reality but mere 'appearan ce '. But as this 

idealist- real i st . controversy is not really pertinent to the 
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present inquiry it can be omitted without too much loss . For 

the purposes of the present inquiry the position is taken 

that the objects of sense - experience are existent and have 

a f orm of bein and thereby are part of reality . Of these 

existents there are three 1) elves , which possess or accrue 

a material embodiment , an inner life . 2 ) Similar unities on 

an inferior l evel . (Sue as dogs and cats ) 3) Material 

ob,jects which we cl ass as existent , but the cons tituents 

of which are without the individuality tat characterize 

persons and even quasi - persons . But whi ch have not i nde 

pendent reality apart from their whole environment . They 

a re a part of reality as far as they inhere int e struc ture 

of the physical world . The reality possessed on t'~is level 

i s the reality of the formless material which is formed by 

t he second division of reality to which we now turn . 54 

The second division of reality - the sphere of relation -

is on a different level than that of the 'existents' . Rela

tions a re abstract and universal , not concrete and indi victual 

like the members of the existent grou s . In Plato t ese re

l ations r eceived a status of reality which was higher than 

t hat of the existents . This is the world of the mathematical 

objects which i s char acteri ze d by the corres onding state of 

mind-thinking . In thou~ht , relati ons join existents to give 

the c ontent of awareness intelligibility. To Kant these re -

l ations were re ~a rded as super added by the subject of knowledge 
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t o a pre-existing f ormless material . The universal such as 

man , planet , or the like, has no separate existence apart 

from the individual is the ristotelian - Sorley point of view , 

while the Platonic point of view is that these relations are 

independently existing . The p roblem has greater si~nificance 

for the present inquiry than the question of the reality of 

existents . The answer that is g iven to this question will in 

a large part determine the reality that is g iven to valu es . 

This problem here is of t he - bntolo~ical status of the 

rational entities . These are always relations for the reason . 

Therefore , the universal is a relation between many objects 

held in common , a mathematical principle is relat ion of ideal 

properties - (the equations , axi oms are all expressed in 

terms of relations) , a scientific principle is a rel ati on 

whic h a _plies betwee n similar ex istents . The general view 

which Sorley adopts is that these relations~ only as they 

exist betweeneexi stent objects . n hen we discuss the reality 

of relations , wha t we are thinking of is not the reality of 

the general formula , but tre reality of the re lat ion as it i s 

in this an d other particular cases . u55 This is the driving 

force of empirical philosophy. For it takes the position t hat 

~ orse I see but horseness I do not '. The relations have the 

same character as the universals . So the quest·on becomes do 

universals have real being apart from the particular mani 

festati ons of them? Universals being predicates such as 
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redness , roundness , etc . One of t he best discussions of 

this problem occurs in B. B. More's Pla tonism an d t re eneral 

a r gument presente d here will follow the same lire s . 

3 4 

Plato separates his universa ls or ideas into two nain 

cat egories - t hos e wh ich constitute a class of things in 

nature anEi correspond to the genus or s~cies of natural 

s cience such as men or cats; or in the other case , it is of 

a class of manufac t ured ob j ec t s such as tables and shoes . 

But is this idea an entity apart fro m the i nd ividual ob ·ects .. 

of which it is the pre - exis tent cause; and if so , how and 

whe re does it exist? he re do we draw the line between 

wha t are universals and wha t a re not? These and other 

difficulties ex ist when a pre- existed universal is posited. 

Yet the nature of the unive rsal is suc h that it re quires 

independent existence . -hen we speak of men as~ or better 

as c a r rying the quality of manness are we not in truth 

positing a perf ect generalization . .··h at is the cause of 

t his enera li zati on? In defending the universa ls we m st 

cons ider their generic character. Universals are , in the 

fi rs t pl ace , general i zations characterizing a class of 

objects . ow it can be seen that in these classes a l most 

all of the objects differ in almost every way. As soon as 

we t ry to isolate certain characteristics of members of that 

class we run into the roblem of perfection~ (perf ect 
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realization) . en we abstr ac t a characteristic we imbue 

it with perf ection and it can be seen that no _articipant 

in the class carries this perfection . Therefore , the 'object

universal' is a erfect ob ject of which there are no mani

festations . ithout this universal objedt there is no 

basis either for cla ssificat·on or for any principle of 

purpose or teleology . 11 comparisons break down without 

the pre - existing perfect individual (which has no existence) 

and the world becomes only a world of individuals . No one 

individual can be compared with any other . The difficulties 

in such a view are endless, for without these comparisons 

there can be no predicates or universal nouns . Language be

comes useless or at the best primitive where each ob ject is 

given a different name and no similarity is seen between 

objec ts . Therefore , for merely practical purposes univer

sals have to be accepted as independent realities - not 

merely as eneralizations that have no inde endent r eality . 

Even in such a view there are insoluble difficulties as test

ified by the debates of the m~dieval scholastic philosophers . 

The ques tion seems int e end to be insoluble . In a general 

way inde endent universals have to be accepted as inde endent 

or a basis for science and language and upon this merely 

pragmati c character they will be accepted here as independent. 

e have to accept with Plato the reality of universals or 

pre-existent entities without attempting to ex lain the nature 
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of their being . But dres this problem als o arise i n our 

third divisions of r ea l i ty - the world of values? 

§ 5 

Sorley s ays of values th at they a re similar to re l ations , 

as rela tions a r e found in rebus , so the former are a l wa ys 

manifested in personis . Yet the value as manifested i n 

pe rsonis is only a small part of the value about which we 

speak , e ven of the va l ue which we seek to realize . Therefore , 

this value , a s manifested , cannot yet be said to be real . 

Sorley takes the position"th at ers ons cannot be understood 

by what they have achieved at any given moment : tha t their 

nature is to be realizers of value" · 56 Sorley takes a posi

tion as to the rea ity of va lues as fo l l ows . To say that 

values belong to the nature of r ea lity , two thins are im

plied . In t he first place , trthe statement im lies an objec 

tivity which is independent of the achievements o f erson s in 

i nformi ng their lives with these values , and is even inde end

ent of their recognizi ng their validity. Their reality is 

an imperative r eality" . 57 This implies that their reality 

doe s not depend upon t heir acceptance by individuals t h ey are 

not subje c tive but have another higher s ource . In some way 

t hey must belong t o the sys t em or order of the universe . The 

s econd implication this pos i tion is nReality , whatever oth er 

manifestat i ons it may have , is manifested i n persons ;n5S 

ob jec tive value deter i nes the l ives of men , they seek t heir 
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fulfillment . "Value is objective , b ut the kind of bei ng i t 

possesses is conceived as something apart from the existing 

universe . Values cha racterize persona l life as com leted or 

perf ected; t h ey are factors in t he fulfillment of pur ose , 

and purpose is an essential trait of p erscnality . It is 

possible tha t they never obtain complete realization in time . 

Bu t , even so , they will ex ress the limit towards which the 

nature of persons points and pre s s . In this way they belon 

t o the same tota l of reality a s an existing sys t em. n59 Th is 

position of Sorley ' s presumes a general Platonic conception 

of values as independent perfect realities . It dema nds that 

they be the h i hest type reality . Yet Sorley t a kes one issue 

wi t h Pla to . He demands that the va lues be directly c oonected 

with persons ; that the y be brought into exis t ence by persons . 

In criticizing Sorley ' s view we can also incl de another 

view which ma intains that beautiful t h ing s and good actioos 

exis t but an idea of an abso l ute unchangeable t ansc endent 

an idea as etern al l y real apart fr om the particula r manifesta

t i on is a manif0ld absurdity . v-e can ask t his more radic al 

critic to name anything which a t one point appears beautiful 

which a t another point ma y a ear ugly , or any ood action 

which may not appe ar ba d under other circumstances . Is not 

the position that these ood actions a nd beautiful objects 

are merely relative to the condition of the viewer . If one 

concerns himself merely with the wor ld of pa r t icula r he cannot 
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help but see this flux in valuation f 0r 1
, as has been suggested 

before , the · dgment of participation of particulars in the 

transcendent value s depends upon the knowledge one has of ' the 

transcendent values (i . e . one ' s own participation in them) . 

This point can be shown by St . Paul ' s judgment of himself as 

' the chiefest of sinners '. This he could only do through a 

greater realization of the value of g oodness and wou ld not 

correspond to our judgments of him in the least. Therefore , 

our particular value- jud ments are mere opinion and do not 

constitute knowledge i n the true or P1atonic sense of the 

world . To the believer in value flux we have two answers : 

First of all , j udgments of value in objects are can pletely 

meaningless without a c riterion upon which to base them. 

One cannot even assert that they are good or bad for him 

unles s he has a criterion of comparison . 

Now either this criterion is a product of tre self or 

it is pre - existent , eternal and independent of the individual . 

If we take the develo pment of a cri ,erion a step farther we 

see that the pe r sonal criter ion must ar i se somewhere . It is 

not through judgments of object- worth f or this would make 

these judgments pri or to the c r iterion which is an abs urdi ty . 

Therefo r e , this criterion must arise through a reco nit ion of 

pre- existent immutable realities . The pro of of their being 

must be pr agmatic in character for without them no sound basis 

for morality can be discovered . "They are , i fact , the very 
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realities of our spiritual life , in comparison with which all 

the solid- se eming phenomena of earth are things evanescen t 

and unrea1 . tt60 The i deas , however , are not the precise dic

tates of morality . They a r e formulated a s imaginative pro

jections of the mind workin on the facts given through 

re cognition of their true nat ure . In the end our belief in 

the ideas must come throu ha faith commitment coerced by the 

s trength of the value dema n d. 

s 6 

In the preceeding discussion the l evels of reality , as 

posited by Sorley have been in a different form affirmed . Yet 

such a ' piece- meal ' vi ev of re a lity will not suffice . There 

must be a connection between the va rious levels of re ~l ity in 

order to give it the charac ter of Reality with t h e capital 

' R'. lthough we can have only glimpsing kn owled e of this 

reality we can say a few things about it. First of all it 

mus t cover all levels of human experience . They must be ex-

licable in terms of it . It must be at least as per f ect as 

the entities it abs orbs, therefore , it must be imbued with 

perfect unity. It must be di f f erent from the world of per

ception bu t underlying that world . Plato named this reality 

the nGood" , an d in any reference to its nature he lapsed into 

mythological ex lanations . This is probably the only way 

that it can be conceived. ore says of Plato ' s vision "The 

ideal world , created or , it may be , obversely r as ped by the 
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i ma ination , is thus at once an illusion and a reality , with 

t his difference , that when we deal with philoso h¥ as a mere 

dead corpus of speculation these ideas fade away into an 

illusory make - believe , whereas such is the constitution of 

our spiritual nature that the more we take philosophy as a 

principle of life the more vivid and real do they become" . 61 

Plato envisaged the ' Good ' as an active principle con

t aining all else . It is the reduction of the irreducible 

in the ' Good '. Beauty , truth and Goodness become one. It 

is indefinable because to do so one would have to use the 

language derived mainly from sense- experience which is in

appropriate . It is seen by the 'Snttard searching eye of the 

s oul . " An applicable principle of ex ress i on of t h is ulti 

mate value for Reality as such is the ultima te value , a value 

fr om which all else is derived is in the sense of Brahman- Atman 

used in the Bagavad- Gita "Being absolutely resen , Brahman 

i s within all crea tures and objects . The Godhead is present 

in man , in the mouse, in s t one , in the flash of 1 · htnin . Thus 

considered , Brahman is called the tman - a term of ccnvenience 

merely , which does not imply the slightest difference . The 

Atm and Brahma are one . n62 It is useless to talk more of 

Reality fo r in the end the only thing we can say about it is 

t hat it is by definition and all else is because of it . The 

s oul is endowed with the Reality ye t the Re ality is not a 

product of the sould but is transcendent to it. The next 
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problem is how can knowledge of the Real be obtained. 

If v lue is part of reality and independent from the 

world of sense- ex erience how do we gain knowl edge of it as 

in fact we do? This is the chief practical p rob lem th a t exists 

in any Platonic value system and for an answer Johnson and 

Pluto himself serve as the best expositor s . The main dis 

tinction will be one of knowledge from opinion . Knowledge 

is of the permanent , the real while opinion is of the chang

ing , t e articular . Kant , when dealing with the phenomenal 

world made the proposition that whatever we may know of a 

physical object we can not know the thing - in - itself v-klich 

is art of r eality. Therefore , for this knowled e of Real ity 

sense-perception is not sufficient , it must come through some 

other aspect of man ' s self . Recalling Johnson ' s dia ram of 

the self of man three levels of mind can be seen : 

w~I\.L.D • .f 
R 

\/ /~J-V. E'S' e' 
A 

w ........ ., J.. 

f'\INOS' 
I 

r 
\' 

IJoftJ-P 

><. 

These levels are not hard and fast but shade into one 

another . Correspondin to each level there is an element of 

man ' s experience peculia rly suited to deal with it. X - is 
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"lower mind" and has the aspect of opinion . Y - is , reason ' 

co rresponding to Plato ' s - 't h inking ' - Z. In the 'Buddhic' 

or as More aptly calls it - i magination . The knowledge we 

have of the external world (Belief) is a function of X and Y. 

The knowled e we have of the world of values and of Real'ty 

as a wh ole is a function of Y and Z. In the knowled ~e we 

have of existent objects the X faculty collects r aw s ense

data which is ordered and given relat ion by the Y faculty . 

The function of the reason is , therefore , the rel ational 

functions . 11 of our knowledge of the external world , as 

far as it is at all intelligible is knowledg e of relations 

which join r aw data . But in the case of knowled of Reality , 

if we accept the Hindu notion that it is known throu h the 

is not relational but participator y. The 'SJc.H,,e, 1 

l evel of the self fulfills a function which is impossible to 

reason wor~ibg alone, The ' buddhic ' does not depend on re

lations for the c ontent of its awareness but "app rehends 

Truth directly . n63 Here the distinction between ' belief ' 

and true ' knowledge ' becomes clea r in both Johns on and Plato . 

s Johnson states it , "Bel ief is all that can be acquired from 

all outwa rd sources and testimonies; knowled e must well up 

from within . The extent of knowledge which a man may have 

of eality of of the world of transcendent values is only 

limited by the de ree th at he himself partic ipates in them 

in his own tman . Complete knowled ·e is complete absorption 
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and t his has commonly been ca l led the ' beautific vision ' 

or mysti cal experience . To ask if , in the ' beautific vision' 

there is any chance of error is an inappropriate question for 

on this le vel of the ro nsciousness error exists only because 

of incomplete artici pation . To say tha t there is e rro r in 

the ' beautific vis ion ' is s ensel ess f or it is complete par 

ticipation. 

If this is true , the question arise s as to the differen ce 

in value jud men ts . problem which has been covered in de

tail previously and does no t need further elaboration at this 

point . It would be well to add , however , that it is the 

reas on which makes the judgment and , therefore , distorts the 

nature of value in act ion by expr essing it in relational terms 

where the appropriate language would be tha t of partic ipation . 

The meaning this has for vale and theory is the assertion 

that all our judgments of valu e must be i n some sense fal se 

and contingent f or they depend on i nc omplete r ealizat ion of 

the values the mselves . 

§ 8 

In this section the problem has been the nature of value 

and reality. The general conclusion is that transcendental 

values a r e pa rt of rea lity and must be apprehended by a 

qual i ty of man 's experience which is above reason . The sub

ject is by no means closed for the views presente d in this 

sec tion are merely one way of looking at reality and the lace 
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of value in it . One of the chief sticking points for any 

axiology in a metaphy,sic of value for i n its fo undation 

Reality m st be defined and understood. I b elieve that I 

have suggested , in some part , the difficulty of s ch a ur

sui t . Of all the secti on s of axioloby this is the most in

comple te and a t the same time the most neces sar y . 
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Conclus i ons 

In the i ntroduction I stated t hat the general method to 

be f ollowed was to s t udy in order the four main problems of 

ax i lo y : The nature of value , the criterion of value , the 

types of value and the metaphysics of valu e . These p roblems 

have been taken up and tentative conclusions a rrived at . The 

second pro lem was not considered separ ately exce t fo r the 

cons c iousness of vale and the value-judgment because it 

depends mostly upon the answers t hat a re gi ren to the last 

ques tion . 

The a ture of va 1 e is its definition and of the three 

definitions presented all were at least in part rejected be 

cause they were too narrow and didn ' t give a full enough 

account of experience . The ' interest ' theory of Parker and 

Perry was rej ec te d mainly on the grounds that it didn ' t ex

plain value but only i nterest itself , secon dly that it com

mitted the hedonisti fallacy as shown by many men . It is 

tr e tha t ' intere s t ' value exi sts on the l owest level of 

man 's consciousness but it is me r ely extrinsic and hasno 

bas is for existence . Pa rker ' s state of satisfaction as a 

criterion was accepted in ar t but rejected as a gene ral 

view f or it merely shows the consequences of value ac uire-

ment an d not its basis or nature . state of s a t isfac tion 

probably d s exist wit h the a ch ievement of eve_ry value but 

this doesn ' t mean tha t the value itself is the state of 
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satisfaction . But following Urban ' s analysis we can derive 

a more inclusive definition of value by examining the pre 

sup ositions of the Perry- Parker interest theories . Desire 

(interest) can be reduced to means of enhancing the life 

process . But this enhancement can't be intrinsic value for 

the re has to be a value to life . Therefore , value r ests 

ultimately in the way a man orders his life . This brings 

us to the general conclusion that value is that which leads 

to the development of selves , or to self- realization . This 

does not mean , however , that all value is extrinsic , fa r 

from it , fo'r there must be ultimate values for man to aim 

at which are unreachable 'exceut in the "beautific vision tt 

or value becomes in the end meaningless . One p roblem that 

wasn ' t discussed was the further definition that value is 

what "ought- to- ben . {Urban ' s further view) True value as 

transcendent is That ought- to- be but th:is criterion for 

value makes it more of a projected characteristic . If this 

' ou ht- to - be ' is a projection of the imagina ion which is 

workin upon facts given through the ' buddhic ' then as a 

defin i tion it is tenable . Howe ver , the . hrasin is bad be

cause it leads to the mis - conce tion that values are subjective 

images of the mind , a position that is pra ma ti call unsound 

if value- j d ments are to be anything more than mere ' puffs 

of wind ut tered by men wi h no ' real ' basis whatsoever . 

Consciousness of value was the next general problem 
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discussed . Here vale judgme nts were divided into three main 

categories corresponding too r consciousness of them. First 

our simple a ppre cia tion, much like t he interest theory's 

idea of all value . It is immedi ate and coerci ve to the in

dividual. It co nsists in no extra effort for its realiza tion 

or state of satisfacti n ; therefore , in the non- transcending 

mind this would seem t o be the only value . Ye t the second 

class of va lue - jud ments - those of e rsonal wor th seem to 

be , once recogni zed - every bit as coercive as the first . 

The values of s :imp le appr ec iatj_on are evaluat ed on the bas is 

of a rojected 'ideal personality' that man conceives to be 

his summum bonum. This transgr edient reference is man ' s 

closest value i n that it is his u r pose . All of his action s 

can be evaluated in the liE)l t of their instrumentality towards 

the ideal personality . •·xamples in cultures and s oc ieties 

can be seen of this summum b onum. To the Greeks it was a re t 
,, 

,, 
to the Romans virtu , to the Buddhis t (Mahayana) Bodh · s - · · 

attraship . Therefore , th is value is the compelling , in t he 

long view , value is man ' s life . verytime he denie s it and 

follows the path of least resistance he suffers in h is con

science , when he works towa r d it he has satisfac tion . Yet 

this ur ose must not be confused with the interes t th eory f or 

the eventual stat e of satisfaction is many times unreached . 

There is a third and hi her criterion of evaluation , however . 

This criteri on , t he transcendent values or Ideas a re the 
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basis f or man ' s evaluation of his present self and of his 

ideal personality . They are the objective , real , eternal, 

et al values which man can only recognize , never directly 

ex_erience in t he world . Man gai ns realization of these 

values by participation in them. The relati anal type of ex

perience and consciousness does not exist in knowled e of 

t he transcendent values . There is only knowledge , usually 

a rising i n ' flashes ' of reco ni tion on the buddnic le vel of 

the consciousness . 1an ' s value - judgments as far as they 

concern the transcendent va lues i s relative to tre partici

pation man has gained in the transcendent values . 'rhi is the 

cause of the apparent relativity of value - judgments and the 

reason they are many times called merely ' matte rs of taste '. 

Va lues may be di vided int o two main classes - intrinsic 

an d extrinsic . Th e only ultimately i ntrinsic values are the 

transcendent val ues - they ar e not instrumental to anything 

else . These transc endent values a re three in number and have 

commonly been call e d Truth , Beauty , and Goodness . They deter

mine the judgments we have of their manifes tations in so far 

as we articipate in them. The re ater the partici ation the 

more valid the jud ment. These values a re separate yet they 

almos t always are co - ordinated - a ppearin to ether in value

j udgmen ts . This is not necessary ; however , a thing which is 

beautiful is not necessarily good. The roblem of their 

opposites evil , ugliness , and falsity was not discussed . 
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Some are want to include them as values but on the roilllds of 

participation we can explain them by the degree of participa

tion in the transcendent values . The lower the realization 

of the value the less g oo d or beautiful etc . it is . The 

opposites become an absence of value not another value which 

they participate in . his would lead , in the end , to the 

Socratic thesis that is parallel in the Vedantic system of 

Hindu philoso hy - the aradoxical identification of the 

good with knowledge '. In the man evil is the result of 

ignorance and incomplete participation. 

Valu es must somehow be a pa rt of an all-inclusive Reality . 

He re no individual exists and here all values shade into one 

derivin their differentiation from being aspects of Reality . 

Our view of Re li ty is incomplete and ha s to be for this 

write r f or one knows nothing about its true nature . The 

nat e of reality must be found by complete partici ation in 

it . Pe rhaps a modified Brahrran-Atman concept is ri ht . How

ever , it may be the height of value knowledge would be in 

the ' beautific vision ' when the individual becomes one with 

Rea lity and Knows its entirety not merely some aspect of it. 

~ 2 

othing has heretofore been said concerning the uses and 

extention of the value sciences as part of man ' s knowledge . 

I think i t will be fairly obvious that for any science that 

concerns man such as history , sociology , and economics value 
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study is a necessity . Understanding , in the humanistic 

sciences must be built on some value theory . One part of 

man ' s nature may not be abstracted from the whole to serve 

as a basis for inquiry . The whole of a man must be accepted 

if any art of him is to be examined . The r efore , the chief 

j ob of these sciences would be a philoso hy of man pon which 

they can base t eir researches . This philosophy of man ' s 

nature could serve as the basic resup osition from which they 

could deri ve their hy othesis and carry on their researches . 

On the side of the hys ical sciences the pr oble m is not 

as pressing . Howeve r , I would like to quote one authority t o 

show that they can ' t be completely uncon cerned. now it may 

well be tha t science , despite its re jection of final ca uses , 

reveals the pres ence and functioning of values in t he fund

amental cat egories it selec ts and the way i t a lies them . 

If s o , then an ade uate scientific metaphysic will not be able 

to manage without teleology in so e f orm , and it become s a 

questi on of .1. irst- r a te importance what tha t for m is to be . 

Sure1y a com arative study _of di fferen t stages in the rowth 

of scientific thinking wil l throw l i ght on this question and 

suggest hypotheses that could be entertained with more con 

fidence t han any reached by a structural study of con tempor ary 

scientific pr oceedure alone . ,,64 The p roblem of t h e co- ordi

nation of man ' s knowledge is an old one a nd sil'I! e the time of 

St . Thomas it has not been attempted in its en tirety . Yet 
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if some semblence of co - ordination is to come about it mus t 

come through reci rocity between the specific fie lds . 

This gives us a hint to the future of axiology . Most 

questi ons in this study have been merely the most important 

ones . uch detail has been omi tted not without the corre

sponding i ncompleteness that is bound to a rise . There still 

has to be a work in the field t hat is compr ehensive in its 

scope . So far axiologists ha ve been most concerned either 

with refuting each ot he r or examin · ng small problems . The 

main uestions lack adequate answers . Howe ver , there is hoe , 

this is a young study and with maturity it ou ht to achieve 

the sco e which is necessary for its intelligability as a 

legitimate enquiry . 
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